Intersegmental transfer of proteins between DNA regions in the presence of crowding.
Intersegmental transfer that involves direct relocation of a DNA-binding protein from one nonspecific DNA site to another was previously shown to contribute to speeding up the identification of the DNA target site. This mechanism is promoted when the protein is composed of at least two domains that have different DNA binding affinities and thus show a degree of mobility. In this study, we investigate the effect of particle crowding on the ability of a multi-domain protein to perform intersegmental transfer. We show that although crowding conditions often favor 1D diffusion of proteins along DNA over 3D diffusion, relocation of one of the tethered domains to initiate intersegmental transfer is possible even under crowding conditions. The tendency to perform intersegmental transfer by a multi-domain protein under crowding conditions is much higher for larger crowding particles than smaller ones and can be even greater than under no-crowding conditions. We report that the asymmetry of the two domains is even magnified by the crowders. The observations that crowding supports intersegmental transfer serve as another example that in vivo complexity does not necessarily slow down DNA search kinetics by proteins.